Active Mail Tools

Active Folders
FIND EMAIL RECORDS
With increased risk associated
with high volumes of mail
traffic, the need to implement
a secure e-policy is essential
to any organization.
Active Folders will help with
questions such as:
•
•

•

How do you find ‘lost’
email?
What would happen if a
court asked you to find all
emails related to a
subject?

Can you find important email
records?

messages known to carry
viruses.

The cost of email content can be
high. Uncontrolled storage of
offensive emails or even
comment on colleagues or
competitors can cost thousands
of dollars in court.

Active Folders can be run ad-hoc
or on an automatically scheduled
basis searching from every few
minutes to daily, providing a
regular review of all the email
stored in your system.

If you’re responsible for email,
your job could be on the line.

Active Folders can:

You may need to show that
you’ve put practices in place to
control email use and abuse.

How do you find and
destroy rogue emails?

Active Folders can help you to
police our organization’s email
usage by:

Employee misuse of corporate
email can result in six-figure
litigation costs and million-dollar
legal settlements. In one highprofile case, an organization was
ordered to pay female
employees $2.2 million to settle
a sexual harassment lawsuit
stemming from inappropriate
emails circulated by male
employees.

• Scheduling audits to remove
potentially harmful content
• Finding, reporting on and
removing non-business
related email
• Searching for legally required
content in minutes, rather
than using a costly and timeconsuming manual process

• Search and discover content
in Exchange folders,
mailboxes and subfolders of
mailboxes
• Search and discover content
local and central PSTs
• Scan content of attachments
including PDFs, zip files and
messages with embedded
attachments
• Provide detailed searches by
combining 46 criteria with
Boolean Logic
• Identify attachments of a
particular file type or large
size

Monitor, control, update

• Reduce litigation risk

Active Folders is an easy to use,
GUI driven application for
monitoring and searching the
complete Exchange Information
Stores including mailboxes,
public folders and PST files,
which can lead to an immediate
reduction in potential liability.

• Control what is stored and
reclaim redundant storage
space

It can also clean out large
attachments to recover
redundant storage space, move
suspect messages to quarantine
folder or file and delete

• Reduce user ability to hide
emails and attachments
• Discover PST files
approaching critical size

